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At that time, General Qin will definitely go back to Yandu, and as reported
above, apply to hand over the important task of holding the Kung Fu Cup.
In this way, the three places of Xuanyuan became a joke, and the road to rise
became even more difficult.
As for the people from the Yandu camp, they saw that Li Dao was a big
killer move, and they all showed meaningful smiles. They felt that Li Dao
was in their hands, and even in their minds, they had already seen Lin
Ziming’s betrayal. The scene of Li Dao slapped to death.
General Qin also nodded secretly, making no secret of his appreciation for
Li Dao.
Needless to say, Li Dao himself, he smiled most proudly.
However, just when everyone thought that Lin Ziming was about to suffer
harder, they heard a bang, and then a scream of sorrow and pain spread
throughout the audience, “Ah!!!”
It was Lin Ziming who made the move. Everyone hasn’t seen how Lin
Ziming made the move, as if it was just a flash of electric light. It was clear
that Li Dao’s palm was about to slap Zhong Lin Ziming’s chest, but
immediately, Lin Ziming He also started to make a move. The fist directly
collided with the palm of Li Dao, and it was like a rotten one. He directly
broke Li Dao’s palm and then hit Li Dao’s chest with a punch, which was
extremely heavy The fist hit Li Dao’s chest unimpeded, and his strength was
so fierce that he directly punched a hole in Li Dao’s chest and sunk it, and
Li Dao’s huge body of two hundred kilograms also flew out heavily.
It was too late to say that it was fast, from Li Dao’s sudden shot, to Lin
Ziming’s counterattack, and finally to Li Dao screaming and flying
backwards. The total amount was only a blink of an eye, and it was almost
too difficult to respond.
It is also a master of the congenital realm, who has developed eyesight and
can react to it. As for other ordinary people, who are below the congenital
realm, the retina can not keep up at all. He only heard Li Dao’s move, and
then screamed and flew out.
All of a sudden, everyone in the audience was dumbfounded, all of them
opened their eyes wide, dumbfounded, and lost their souls, even Peng Zhuo
couldn’t react for a while.
They knew that Lin Ziming was strong, but they had never thought that Lin
Ziming would be so strong.
Just now Lin Ziming said a move, but this move was too fast, he just
punched it.
This huge change, a huge contrast, especially made everyone in the Yandu
camp dumbfounded, thinking that they had hallucinations!
Even General Qin, as a big figure who has experienced the big wind and
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waves, now has a stunned expression, and it is even unbelievable. He can’t
believe that everything in front of him is true.
“This……”
In the end, it was Lin Ziming himself who broke the silence. He patted his
palms, as if he had just done a trivial thing, and said, “You can’t even catch
my punch. You dare to come to three places in Xuanyuan. Who gives you
the courage to run wild on the ground?”
Guru Guru!
Finally, after hearing Lin Ziming’s words, someone reacted and swallowed
frantically.
Li Dao hit this punch, his breath suddenly weakened a lot, and he was dying.
But he didn’t faint, but opened his eyes wide and looked at Lin Ziming like
a ghost.
Others don’t know, but as himself, he felt the horror of Lin Ziming’s punch
just now!
Even if it were, the little Valkyrie, the number one master of Yandu, seemed
to be so terrifying!
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